16   EDUCATION BEFORE THE REVOLUTION
It is not surprising that revolts, strikes, secret societies, etc.,
were a common feature of Russian university life.
When in 1905 the political power was shaken, the religious
power felt the shock equally, and the Liberal politicians took the
opportunity to push through long overdue educational reforms.
All this educational activity, however, was as the faintest
ripple on the ocean of ignorance and illiteracy: the mass of the
people were entirely beyond its reach. The fine scholarship that
existed before the Revolution, the high intellectual achievement,
the high artistic attainment, was limited to a very small circle;
outside that luminous circle there was a state ranging from
twilight to total darkness, particularly in non-European Russia.
As education was only permitted in the national tongue, Russian,
the inhabitants of the vast non-Russian regions would have
been unable to benefit by education had there been any for
them. The problem was solved by the virtual non-existence of
schools for the national minorities. In Tadjhikistan, literacy was
0'5 per cent, in Uzbekistan 1 per cent, in Kazakstan 2 per cent,
The mass of Russians was not much better off than the non-
Russians. The despotic power of the Tsar and the reaction of the
Church succeeded in nullifying the attempts of the Liberals to
extend education, so that " a table drawn up by Koulomzin, a
Russian educational authority in 1904, gives 28 per cent of the
population of the U.S.A. at school, 19 per cent of the
population of Germany at school, 16 per cent of the population
of England, and 15 per cent of the population of France at
school 1 In Russia 8-8 per cent of the entire population was at
school."1 This was in harmony with Tsarist policy. In 1877 the
Minister for Public Instruction drew up the first project for
universal education. It was estimated that the introduction of
the scheme would necessitate the opening of 247,000 new schools
and involve an expenditure of 76,000,000 roubles. The compari-
son of this estimated budget with the budget for the then existing
22,000 schools was a shock from which the Minister and his
advisers did not easily recover- " In 125 years from now the
1V. G. Simkhovich, Educational Beoto, May 1907.

